Meeting Minutes Board Meeting 03/23/2011

Attendees:
Mr. Dolan
Barbara Titus
Mickey Hsieh
Damien Romard
Vivian Hsieh
Lulu Follmer
Vivek Khanzode
Jerly Garcia

BYLAWS:
- Mr. Dolan edited, still some work but 
- ACTION: Barb to edit COO position
- ACTION: Damien review Safety coordinator changes
- April 20th Final Deadline Finalize Bylaws Only
- April 29th: 5:00pm General Meeting
- ACTION: Everyone final edits and comments by end of next week
- ACTION: ADD TO BYLAWS If we have a wait list - priority goes to SL members
- As of Aug 12, requirement for SLST coaches to be Lifeguard certified



CODE OF CONDUCT:
- Addendum to By Laws - Same deadlines as Bylaws, Danny to send to me

FINANCES:
- Reports we are getting are Cash Flow
- Pool rent increased to $600 starting January, reflected
- ACTION: VIVIAN: Forward to board
- All by hand
- Future: Use Quickbooks for better reporting tracking

ROSTER:
- 95 current active as of 4/1
- Santa Clara: SCSC Pre-comp program has too many people, may have an influx of Charlie/Delta
- If we have a wait list - priority goes to SL members
- Echo is full, waitlist of 2

MERCHANT ACCOUNT:
- Mr. Dolan and Jerly need to get together to get this finished
- Mr. Dolan signs paperwork, Jerly to Fax, 5 days to process at Process Pink, 1 day for Team Unify
- ACTION: Today try to finish, Done by Easter
- CC/Debit cards only right now
- ACTION: Jerly/Mr. Dolan to decide on Auto Check Payment

SUMMER HOURS
- We have the pool at 3:15p
- Keep the same hours except for Fridays, we have to end at 6:00p
- Fridays Alpha will practice from 8a-10a, Bravo will practice from 4p-6p
- 8a-10a available Mon-Thurs, need to determine what to use
- May split Alpha/Bravo into two groups AM/PM, 

LIFEGUARD CERTIFICATION:
- Request for coaches to be used for Lifeguards in the summer
- Only Ryan is certified for Lifeguard and only good for 4 months
- Recommendation: Lifeguard, Parish will pay for lifeguards to be certified
- $200-300 for lifeguard classes
- As of Aug 12, requirement for SLST

FUNDRAISERS:
- Swimathon: Requires Merchant Account, waiting for date
- Arts & Wine Festival - 
 -- Docs due in April
 -- Able to do chicken bowls instead of skewers
 -- Can do veggies
 -- Can do drinks, just not water, soda, or sports drink
 -- Lulu to lead and train volunteer Co-Chair for A&W, SL member
 -- We have free water from Spring Water on Homestead

TEAM WAVE
- Wave in Campbell is having trouble, falling apart, lost head coach
- Barb contacted by parents from Team Wave, asking for help with team
- Are we willing to think about combining the teams like Quicksilver with ALMA and SJA
- This came from the parent, Barb gave it back to the parent that we are willing to discuss it
- Only discussions with active Wave board members is appropriate, the parents can't make suggestions
- Barb should have talked to Mr. Dolan, process

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS:
- Work into the Mr. Jordan to get in work with current program 
- Put into budget $500
- Be sure incentive, growth… 
- We will put together a committee to put program together

UPGRADES:
- Fence is upgraded
- Pool cover rebate is through, we've signed to put the order through, probably by summer
- Team will reimburse 50% of the post rebated cost, between $4000-4500
- Still site level facility upgrades
- Future capital campaign for Showers, funds for several years needs to be tracked separately
- Showers $100-150k 
- Mr. Dolan to give us a goal
- Backstroke flags in April
- VIVIAN: give workorder for smoothing pool surface

PERSONNEL:
- Barb's fee structure has been changed
- Increased head coach hourly rate
- Goal was to make position and rates were 
- Jerly needs to get a copy 
- Can be no private lessons that can be paid personally to the coach
- All coaching staff needs to run it through SLST
- Two timecards: one standard rate, one private lesson rate
- Hourly rate for all private lessons at $60/hr
- ACTION: Danny's compensation
- Started last weekend
- Liability for all non-SLST members


TEAM UNIFY:
- $295.00 try to get setup fee waived
- $3/fee per session
- Will be decided

- Jun has resigned, needs to be in writing and sent to Mr. Dolan and Mickey





